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Holodomor 
 
 
The Holodomor is the name given to the genocide by famine that occurred in Ukraine from 1932 

to 1933. Millions of Ukrainians perished as victims of a man-made famine under Joseph Stalin’s 

regime, with 25,000 dying each day at the peak of the famine. 

 

 

 

The Toronto Branch of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress has obtained approval of a treed area at 

Exhibition Place from the City of Toronto as the site for the location of a Holodomor Memorial. 

The objectives of the Holodomor Memorial Project Toronto are: 

 

 

• to erect a memorial to the victims of Holodomor, 

 

• to raise public awareness of the Holodomor genocide. It is also suggested as a draw for 

people who would pause and perhaps notice the pathway leading to the Holodomor 

Memorial and be drawn in to learn something they didn’t know before. 

 

• to have the unveiling of the Memorial within the shortest reasonable time since with us 

today, there are only a handful of survivors, 

 

• to provide an appropriate public site for an annual Holodomor Commemorations that 

reflect the activity, importance and status of the Ukrainian Diaspora in the City of Toronto 

and the surrounding area on the 4th Saturday of each November. 

 

  



 

 

Site Design Principles 
 

• We are aware of the civic importance of the Princes’ Gates and are committed to 

respecting the prominence of this landmark. Our design principles for the Holodomor 

Memorial are based on the idea of not directly engaging the common boundary between 

the Princes’ Gates plaza and the parkette. 

 

• The iconic sculpture “Bitter Memories of Childhood” created by Ukrainian designer Anatoli 

Haidamaka and sculptor Petro Drozdowsky, will be a central focus of the Memorial. This 

sculpture has been used in Holodomor Memorials internationally and is vitally important as 

a common theme expressed in locations like Winnipeg, Regina, CMHR (Winnipeg) and Kyiv. 

 

• In order to draw people in to learn more about the Holodomor, the central figure should be 

visible from many viewpoints to attract both ‘destination’ visitors and those who could find 

the memorial ‘by chance’ as part of their travels through the city. Pathways and view 

corridors should be used to make the Memorial visually accessible. 

 

• New pathways and built elements of the Memorial should work as much as possible within 

the existing pattern of mature and healthy trees in the parkette. The existing trees can be 

employed to create strong framing elements, with new planting provided to accentuate the 

views and pathways. 

 

• The existing metal fencing will be kept in place, with locations suggested where new 

gateways can be provided to encourage people to come into the parkette. These gateways 

will be closed during the Canadian National Exhibition and during the Honda Indy for 

security. 

 

• The siting of the sculpture would allow for those special occasions where there will be 

many people, and work well when there are only a few visitors learning about the 

Holodomor. 

 

 

  



 

Site Design Concept 
 

• The proposed concept for the Holodomor Memorial shows a central position for the iconic 

sculpture “Bitter Memories of Childhood” by the Ukrainian artist Petro Drozdowsky. The 

status is approximately 5’-0” high and it is preferred that it be kept at a fairly low 

relationship to grade for everyone’s accessibility and the greatest effect of the work. This 

work is a key element that is shared with other Holodomor Memorials around the world, 

and is sited in a prime location that allows for framed views in many directions. The primary 

site will have the sculpture facing toward the Princes’ Gates, with a modest paved dais 

oriented towards Canada Boulevard, framed by planting and a low seating wall. A light 

trellis for shade may also form a part of the memorial. 

 

• Pathways leading from three different entry points along Strachan Ave. are suggested in 

order to draw people in to learn more about the Holodomor, with views through the 

existing trees towards the central figure. Three small ‘satellite’ gardens are suggested as 

places to pause along these pathways, creating a contemplative narrative where the other 

important symbols of the Holodomor will be expressed in low relief elements. 

 

• These elements would include the broken millstones, in contemporary and effective ways 

to give cultural support to (and not to overwhelm) the ‘Bitter Memories of Childhood”. The 

expression of these symbols and their gardens will be developed with the Ukrainian 

community, the CNE Board, and the City of Toronto over the next several months to create 

contemplative spaces that lead to the gathering place of the Memorial. The siting of the 

sculpture would allow for those special occasions where there will be many people, and 

work well when there are only a few visitors learning about the Holodomor. 

 
 

• The entrances to the Memorial can be made through the existing metal fence where the 

pathways connect to the Strachan Avenue sidewalks, with gates that can be closed when 

required for the Exhibition events. Lighting focused at low levels will be provided to 

accentuate the Memorial dais. 

 

• We are also suggesting that the Holodomor Memorial parkette could also feature amenities 

for pedestrians and cyclists who are using the bike path along Strachan Avenue and the 

Martin Goodman Trail at the waterfront nearby. This is suggested as a zone to the north of 

the Prince’s Gates Plaza beyond the existing grove of conifers, providing a water fountain, 

bike parking rings and low bench, connecting to a pathway that leads to the bus stop at the 



lay-by at Canada Boulevard and ultimately to the Memorial. This pedestrian and cycling 

amenity is seen as something that can benefit visitors to the Exhibition grounds, while 

deferring to the main focus of the Princes’ Gates Plaza. It is also suggested as a draw for 

people who would pause and perhaps notice the pathway leading to the Holodomor 

Memorial and be drawn in to learn something they didn’t know before. 

 

 

                  
 

 

The site is a treed area just inside Exhibition Place, north of the Princes’ Gates, south of Fleet 

Street, east of Canada Bvld, and west of Strachan Avenue.  

 

               



Existing Site. 

 

 
  Existing View of Site 

 

 

 



 
Holodomor Memorial Parkette Toronto 

 
(please note: Millstone #1 is the one closest to the Princes’ Gates, Millstone #2 is the middle one, and Millstone #3 is the 
one furthest north.) 



 Various Views of Holodomor Memorial Parkette 

 
 

 
 

 



Main Memorial Site  

The main memorial site will be focused upon the iconic sculpture of ‘Bitter Memories of 

Childhood’ that has been used as an internationally recognized symbol of the Holodomor. This 

sculpture that will be set up on a low granite pedestal set into a sloping pavement that will work 

with the existing grade of the site, and also give the status prominence from the west approach, 

while still keeping the young girl created in bronze at a ‘hands-on’ accessible level for all visitors. 

The pavement of the sloped plaza will be granite paving stones on a sand setting bed on a 

concrete slab to ensure a level installation.  

Because of the number of people anticipated to visit the Memorial, this space will be left open as 

much as possible, with opportunities for sitting at its borders and along the trellis. The patterning 

of the pavement will be designed to emulate an embroidery motif. Because each region of 

Ukraine has its own style of embroidery, this pattern should be abstracted to be respectful of each 

region’s part of the Ukrainian nation as a whole. Alternately, the pattern can be developed to 

suggest the ‘Tryzub’ Ukrainian Coat of Arms. Up lighting fixtures set into the pavement focusing 

on the bronze sculpture will ensure good recognition and focus during evening hours and in the 

winter months.  

 

The edges of the plaza will be defined by low wall / seating areas with a linear planting of tall 

grasses to emulate wheat. This planting will be recognizable during winter months. A simple trellis 

at one side of the plaza will incorporate an ornamental screen that will be a further emblem of the 

embroidery pattern, and be the location for the name of the memorial gardens. The trellis will 

also incorporate lighting in its soffit to softly illuminate the plaza.  



The Three Millstone Gardens and Pathways  

Three gardens, approximately 3 meters in diameter, have been set lightly among the existing trees 

of the Holodomor site, connected by a series of pathways that lead from entrance points set at 

three locations along Strachan Avenue, and two along Canada Boulevard. The entrances are 

designed to be marked by special pavement set into the city sidewalks with openings provided 

through the existing metal fencing. These openings would be designed as gateways, potentially 

incorporating an ornamental patterning that recalls embroidery qualities, that can be closed and 

locked in coordination with CNE events where security is required.  

North of the Prince’s Gate entrance, a more elaborate paved area is shown where bicycle parking 

is provided as a resting place for cyclists who could pause and visit the Holodomor memorial. The 

pathway from this entrance gate leads to the 1st Millstone Garden. The main pathway that travels 

across the green space from the middle Strachan Avenue gateway to the main Memorial will be a 

simple concrete pavement, sandblasted to provide a higher finish. The secondary pathways linking 

the Millstone Gardens will be a softer pavement that has minimal impact on the green space and 

the existing trees.  

 

Millstone Garden 1 – “Remembrance”  

The first of the three gardens feature a fractured and shattered millstone as a strong symbol of 

remembrance of the tragic events of the Holodomor. With the garden being essentially circular in 

form, the millstone will be broken in a way that allows for sitting and moderate climbing with 

areas both submerged and raised within a larger field of pavement with integrated tall grasses 

(wheat) and other key planting. Although the overall site has many existing trees, there is 



sufficient room for each garden to feature a tree that has symbolic importance to the Ukraine 

nation and to each of the garden themes. The Guelder-rose or Kalnya, as a national tree of 

Ukraine that is believed to connect the living and the hereafter, is suggested as a feature tree. A 

palette of potential feature plants would include the poppy and the periwinkle. An ornamental 

metal screen will form a back- drop for the garden with a pattern that will emulate Ukrainian 

symbolism.  

Millstone Garden 2 – “Resilience”  

 

The second garden is set close to Strachan Avenue and will draw upon the street animation to 

express the theme of resiliency with the characteristics of strength, recovery, and endurance. The 

form of this garden is envisioned to be more dynamic in a linear and directional form that has 

close connections to both the main axial pathway between the center Strachan Avenue entrance 

and axial pathway to the main Memorial Site, and the secondary pathway linkage between the 

three Millstone gardens. In this garden, the Millstone, although still fragmented, will be arranged 

in a way that suggests a magnetic pull among the fragments to suggest a coming together and 

transformation. The featured tree is proposed as the oak tree as a symbol of strength and energy. 

Featured planting types suggested for the second garden are marigolds with linear planting of 



wheat-like long grasses. The ornamental metal screen will be repeated in the second garden with 

a variation of the pattern.  

 

Millstone Garden 3 – “Transformation”  

The third garden is set closer to Canada Boulevard and the main Memorial Site and will feature 

the theme of reconciliation and transformation. The Millstone will be represented as a 

reconstructed whole while still showing the marks of its earlier fractures that have come together 

to rebuild and transform. The form of the garden will return to a ‘whole’ – the circular form of the 

Millstone with radiating dynamic lines of planting that represent continued dynamic growth. The 

featured tree for the third garden is a small grove of cherry trees as a symbol of rebirth and the 

Ukraine native land. Featured planting types suggested for the third garden are the reappearance 

of the periwinkles and/or corn flowers with linear planting of wheat-like long grasses. The 

ornamental metal screen will be repeated in the third garden with a variation of the tree of life 

based on the “Petrivka” art form.  

 

 

 

 



Artwork  

In keeping with the modest and ‘light’ occupation of the existing green space, all three Millstone 

Gardens and the main Memorial are intended to be understated and not ‘monumental’. The 

opportunity for artwork in the site design can be realized in the ornamental metal work suggested 

at the separate gardens – all within a carefully sized and located screen in a non-central position, 

and also as emblems that could be cast into the sidewalk or other pavements.  

 

 

 

 

Fundraising and Donors  

The construction of the Holodomor Memorial will depend upon the generosity of the donors from 

the community, and it is important that the donors be recognized within the memorial plaza or 

gardens. Methods for recognizing the donors include names engraved in horizontal plates 

mounted on the main trellis and screening element in the main memorial place, names engraved 

on plates mounted on seating areas and new trees. Other methods of recognition could include 

engraved paving stones. These would be kept to one edge of the walkway away from main 

pedestrian traffic.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Planting Design – Transplantation 
 
 

 
Symbolic Plant     Suggestions 
 

Wheat: Can be grown easily but   Canada Wild Rye:  
would need to be seeded each spring.  Coarse texture, large seed head most similar to wheat. 
   
     

Switch Grass:  
Upright fine texture. 

 

      Side Oats Gramma:  
Smaller than wild rye and has a very fine texture.  The seed 
heads are wheat shaped by hanging only on one side. 

      

 
  



 
 

 
 

Trees for Consideration: 
 
 

Horse Chestnut       Pussy Willow  
 

White or Red Oak     Maple  
 
 



Consecration and Ground Breaking Ceremonies May 28th, 2017 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
Consecration of the Grounds 

 

 
Mayor Tory, Taras Bahriy UCC-Toronto Branch President with over 600 attendees  

 
 
 
 



Remarks by Mayor Tory 
 

“Mayor Tory joins Toronto’s Ukrainian community to break ground for Holodomor Memorial 
 

 
 
 

 On Sunday afternoon, Mayor Tory joined the Ukrainian community in Toronto at 
Exhibition Place to break ground for the Holodomor Memorial.   
Since August 25, 2015, the Mayor’s Office has been engaged with the Board of Governors of 
Exhibition Place, The Holodomor Memorial Committee and members of the Ukrainian 
community to place a monument at Exhibition grounds in commemoration of Holodomor. The 
Mayor has championed the need for a monument by bringing it to his Executive Committee and 
passing it through City Council unanimously.  
 At the ground breaking, the Mayor said, “Despite the years that have gone by, we must 
not – and we never will – forget Holodomor and the victims of this tragedy. The monument we 
dedicate will help keep that solemn vow.”  
 The monument gives the Ukrainian community and all Torontonians a place to come 
together as a community to reflect on the past and strengthen Toronto’s resolve to reject 
intolerance and hatred in all its forms. By commemorating Holodomor through this monument, 
Toronto will continue its efforts to create a just world with mutual respect and understanding. “ 

 
 



 
 

Shovels to the Ground 
 

Left to Right: Dianne Young - CEO Exhibition Place, Mayor Tory, Holodomor Survivor Mykola 
Latyshko, Taras Bahriy – UCC Toronto President, Oksana Rewa – UCC Toronto Past President 

and Holodomor Memorial Project Chair. 



 
• The construction budget will be adjusted once design and detailed working drawings will be 

completed. 
 

• Another $500,000 will be needed for the educational and maintenance components of the 
Memorial. 

 
 

• Proposed date for Memorial Unveiling October 2018 – exact date to be announced. 
 



Prepared on October 19th, 2017  
 
Oksana Rewa 
UCC Toronto Branch, Past President 
Holodomor Memorial Project, Steering Committee Chair 
 
oksanarewa@gmail.com 
416.948.0170 (mobile) 
416.424.4430 (residence) 
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